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Abstract

Critical thinking (CT) is a phenomenon of worldwide importance and is a desired outcome in higher and professional education. Development of CT is considered a primary responsibility of educators; however, educators find it challenging to foster learners’ CT if their own understanding of CT skills and concepts is not well developed. Limited research is available on how multidisciplinary educators perceive and practice CT. The study aimed to identify perceptions and practices of CT among educators from the disciplines of nursing, medicine, and education in higher education in Karachi, Pakistan. A descriptive exploratory qualitative design was used where 12 purposefully selected educators from three disciplines participated. Semi structured interviews were conducted and content analysis was done. Although the findings revealed four major themes, the focus of this paper is limited to the theme of faculty perceptions. Faculty’s perceptions of nature, acquisition, and application of critical thinking are multidimensional and although the educators were from various disciplines their perceptions of critical thinking were analogous. Thus combined efforts by all multidisciplinary educators in a higher education are needed to assist them to actualize their perceptions to promote CT practices in a classroom setting.
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1 Background

Critical thinking (CT) is a desired outcome across the educational spectrum particularly in higher and professional education and a common goal that most faculty aspire to achieve [1, 2]. It has been identified as an important attribute to be assessed and nurtured in higher education and professional programs [3, 4]. Critical thinking can be developed through classroom and practical learning experiences [5, 6]. Its development is considered a primary responsibility of educators [7, 8]. However, educators find it challenging to foster their students’ CT if their own critical thinking skills are not well developed because they may not have learned CT in their educational programs or through continuing education [9, 10]. Educators need a clear and comprehensive understanding of CT and related concepts to foster it among
Although most educators and scholars agree that CT is important, there appears to be a lack of agreement regarding its definitions amongst educators from various academic disciplines [10, 18-20].

A multitude of differing CT definitions have been provided by educators in academic and health disciplines [1, 5, 12, 19, 21, 22]. These definitions are quite divergent because individuals have defined CT based on their own understanding, emphasizing different perspectives [4, 20, 23-25]. CT is viewed as a reasonable reflective thinking skill that focuses on deciding what to believe or do [26]. It is seen as a purposeful, self-regulatory judgment [27] and an abstract skill that is difficult to measure [28]. CT is considered a meta-cognitive activity that challenges previous assumptions [29] as well as a composite of knowledge, attitudes, and application of skills [7]. Some suggest CT to be an interactive reflective reasoning process [30] whereas others view it as a higher order reasoning to reach a professional judgment [31]. Some relate to CT as a thinking process [13], whereas others suggest that CT is a teaching learning process to achieve an outcome [7, 32, 33].

Some researchers argue that the abundance of multifaceted definitions results in lack of clarity and creates confusion among practitioners in understanding what CT is and influences its application in teaching [4, 22, 30, 34]. The need for an integrated, multi-perspective description of CT encompassing all its components namely: skills, attitude, knowledge, and moral orientation are stressed [8, 35]. Although attempts to develop a common consensus for a definition of CT has been achieved through two Delphi reports [27, 34], some differences are evident between them as a result of the composition of expert panels involved in the study. Raymond and Profetto-McGrath in their study of nurse educators found that their perspectives differed from those in other disciplines and they preferred to describe CT rather than define it [36]. Likewise, Gordon contends that nurse educators have a perception of CT that is different from scholars in other disciplines, thus suggesting that practice disciplines may perceive CT differently from educators in non-practice disciplines [1].

In addition, the term CT has also been used interchangeably with terms such as problem solving, decision making, scientific process, clinical reasoning, nursing process, and evidence-based practice [30]. This lack of clear boundaries between CT and related terms further impedes the understanding and communication of what CT is and how it can best be taught and assessed in learners. Furthermore, there is lack of clarity in terms of whether CT is discipline specific or a universal entity that spans across many disciplines. Twibell et al. assert that CT is context bound and is learned in a social process [20]. Whereas, Stone et al. argue that certain CT skills and dispositions bridge many disciplines [37]. Similarly, Gonczi suggests that CT is a transferable attribute that is not limited to one discipline or setting [38]. Likewise, Wang, Woo, and Zhao (2009) affirm that skills associated with CT could be learned independently of specific subjects and can be transferred from one domain to another [39]. However, Maudsley and Strivens question whether CT is similarly important in higher education and health care practice, and whether educators and clinicians mean the same thing by CT [40]. Thus, further exploration is required to understand CT from a multidisciplinary perspective in order to develop further insights about subject specificity or generality and transferability of CT [1].

Given the importance of CT in practice disciplines and the influence of teachers’ practices in developing students’ CT, it is essential to explore various educators’ perceptions and practices of CT in the local context. Moreover, with the growing trend of multi-disciplinary teaching in universities, it is vital to concurrently explore the perceptions and practices of CT among educators from a variety of disciplines in order to develop a more holistic insight into the phenomenon. The need to seek a discipline-specific definition when CT is considered a meta-cognitive process unrelated to a particular knowledge domain is questioned [17]. Likewise, educators are challenged to move away from focusing on a consensus in CT definition as CT requires a thorough explanation of its components, features, phases, and characteristics and so it should not be reduced to a singular definition [24]. While Seldomridge and Walsh propose that an opportunistic need exists to conduct cross-discipline research among health professionals and other practice discipline in order to broaden the scope and meaning of the CT phenomenon [41].

Teachers who possess an understanding of what it means to think critically and how to engage students in thinking critically promote CT, whereas those who have not mastered CT themselves, cannot develop this form of thinking in their
students because they do not know how to think critically and cannot be expected to teach their students to do so. While the literature indicates that most teachers believe that developing CT in their students is imperative, few know what CT is, and how it should be taught in the classroom. It is, therefore, important to ascertain from educators of different disciplines what their understanding of CT is, in order to determine a basis from which one can proceed on how to promote it in learners.

In Pakistan the focus of education for students remains on rote learning rather than acquiring critical thinking skills, and for teachers as the givers of knowledge rather than as facilitators for students to develop their knowledge. While awareness exists amongst teachers regarding the need for a paradigm shift from a teacher-centered approach to student-centered learning, this has not yet been achieved in Pakistan. Several studies in higher education have explored CT definitions, its measurement, assessment of students’ and educators’ CT, and teaching strategies which promote CT. There are a limited number of research reports about CT in Pakistan and these have focused on the science and social studies curricula at the school level, and on school and college teachers of undergraduate programs. However, no published research was found on how CT is perceived and practiced by educators in higher education in Pakistan.

In contrast, few western research studies exist which have explored the perceptions of CT among education teachers and nurse educators, and compared the data with non-nurse scholars who had been study participants of an earlier research. Gordon’s findings reveal that nurse scholars differ in their perceptions about CT and suggest that nurse educators’ CT dispositions are different because of the multifaceted nature of their profession. Although considerable information exists regarding the definitions and the strategies for promoting CT in western countries, limited comparable information exists within the South Asian contexts in similar fields. Moreover, exploration of perceptions and practices of CT understanding among multidisciplinary educators, using a qualitative approach, has not been found in the literature.

Additionally, no international published research could be found that has explored perceptions of CT among educators from the nursing, medicine, and education disciplines to identify differences and similarities amongst them. Thus, it is logical to first explore the perceptions of CT of educators from different disciplines in Pakistan and understand CT in the Pakistani context, in order to develop strategies and expect educators to facilitate CT in learners. Although a few studies have explored perceptions of CT specific to nurse educators and college teachers in western countries, comparable information from a South Asian context is limited and no research has been done to explore perceptions of CT among educators from different disciplines.

With the trend to provide interdisciplinary teaching in universities in Pakistan, there is a need to explore the perceptions and practices of CT from the perspective of university educators in a variety of disciplines such as nursing, medicine and education. Such interdisciplinary exploration of CT understanding has not been reported in the literature and, therefore, it has been selected as the focus of this research study. The knowledge of educators’ perceptions and practices regarding CT from multiple disciplines will assist in knowing how the CT culture is understood within a South Asian context. The study aimed to identify how CT is perceived and practiced among educators from the three practice discipline in order to conceptualize CT from a multidisciplinary eastern perspective.

**Study purpose**

The purpose of this study was to explore perceptions and practices of CT among educators from the disciplines of nursing, medicine, and education in higher education in Karachi, Pakistan. It was also the purpose of this study to identify the differences and similarities in the educators’ perceptions and practices of CT. Specifically, the study aimed to answer the following questions:

- What are the perceptions of critical thinking among educators from the disciplines of nursing, medicine, and education in university settings?
What are the differences and similarities in the perceptions of CT among educators from the three disciplines?

2 Methods

2.1 Study design and participants
Using a qualitative approach, a descriptive exploratory design was used to explore the perceptions and practices of critical thinking amongst the faculty of nursing, medicine, and education disciplines. For each discipline, a private and a public university were chosen to create a heterogeneous purposive sample of 12 educators. The inclusion criteria constituted of faculty members who were currently employed at any university in Karachi belonging to the fields of nursing, medicine, or education, and who had current teaching experience for more than 5 years, and held a senior instructor rank or above. Any faculty member of foreign nationality with temporary work tenure, or faculty who had not been teaching regularly for at least one year or assigned only administrative and management duties were excluded.

2.2 Ethical considerations
The approval of the institutional ethics review board was sought to conduct the study. Administrative approval from the head of each university from where the participants were invited and selected was also sought. Informed written consent was obtained from each participant who agreed to participate in the study. The identity of the participants and their institutions was protected by assigning codes for institutions and pseudonyms for participants. The participants had the right to refuse and withdraw from the study at any time.

2.3 Data collection
Data was collected through semi-structured interviews to elicit teachers’ perceptions, experiences, opinions and feelings about CT. An interview guide comprised of open-ended questions was used to guide the interviews (see Appendix A). Clarifying and elaborating probes were used to facilitate discussion and guide the interview process. Each interview was approximately 45–60 minutes long. It was conducted bilingually in English and Urdu as per the participant’s comfort and was recorded using an ICD digital recorder. Taped interview data was transferred to digital voice editor files for transcription by a transcriptionist who had command of the English and Urdu languages. The accuracy of the transcriptions was verified where needed. Safety of data was assured by keeping the hard data in a locked cabinet. The soft copies of the data folder were password protected in the researcher’s personal computer.

2.4 Data analysis
Content analysis in a qualitative study is considered a spiral, iterative, and interpretative process, thus, while the data was collected through interviews, constant review and reading of the data transcripts was simultaneously done to develop a deeper understanding of findings and to discover additional questions that needed to be asked or clarified from the participants. Content analysis involves reading through the data to obtain a general sense of the whole before breaking it into parts. It aims to inductively reduce data into smaller meaningful segments or codes and then categorize them to represent the data and understand its meaning. The collated mega transcripts were read several times to extract a sense of what the text data said or implied while thinking about the organization of the data. The summative approach for content analysis assisted in analyzing and interpreting meanings from the manifest and latent text data. Then, identification of certain keywords or content labels from the text data was done. Writing memos in the margins of transcripts helped in this initial process to obtain a sense of the data and to jot ideas and phrases that came to mind while reading the database.

Coding was done by identifying the text segments, placing a bracket around them, highlighting them with a different color marker, and assigning a label, word, or phrase to them that gave meaning to the segment. Coding assisted in the clustering of similar data into categories which subsequently condensed into a theme. The codes were written in the margins.
alongside the mega transcripts and were then drawn in a map or schema to visually examine them for overlap and redundancy. This assisted in collapsing the codes into categories and themes. The themes were layered and interrelated to display a holistic visual sequence of the phenomenon. Thematic analysis led to conclusions and assertions from the data. Saturation was achieved when no new data provided any additional codes categories or themes. Final conclusions were not drawn until all the data had been collected, indexed, and analyzed, ensuring that these conclusions were held with openness and skepticism.

3 Findings

3.1 Demographic profile of the study participants

The study sample comprised of 12 participants; seven males and five females. Their ages ranged between 30 and 52 years, with a median of 39 years. Seven participants had either a doctorate degree or were pursuing it, whereas others had a master’s degree in their field. The participants belonged to four universities in Karachi, Pakistan; one being in the private sector and three in the public sector. The participants were from the medicine, nursing, and education disciplines. With regard to their academic titles, half of the participants were serving as senior instructors while the others were working as assistant professors or professors. Their teaching experience ranged from 5.5 years to 23 years with a median of 9 years. Six teachers had the experience of teaching students from other disciplines, as well as teaching students in their own discipline.

3.2 Perceptions of CT

Theme: Multidimensionality of CT

The participants’ interview data related to perception of CT revealed the theme of multidimensionality of CT. When the participants were asked to describe their understanding of what is CT to them, its nature, origin, and its importance, they took a few moments to collect their thoughts before answering. The participants used different descriptions and phrases in Urdu and English to present their understanding of CT. The ‘multidimensionality’ theme was identified from in vivo codes when an educator stated, “CT has no boundaries...it is not uni–dimensional, it is a multidimensional phenomenon” (06-ET). The theme of multidimensionality was also evident in the narratives of the respondents in terms of diverse nature, acquisition and application of CT. Thus, in the next section, the participants’ responses are presented here within three categories under the multidimensionality theme; nature, application and acquisition of CT (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Theme and the categories](image)

To indicate the study participants in general, the words participants, faculty, and teachers have been used interchangeably, whereas, in the accompanying quotes, the initials of MT, NT, and ET are used alongside a serial number to indicate whether the participant is from medicine, nursing, or education. In addition, some quotes have been retained in the Urdu language to enable appreciation of the richness of the participants’ true expressions; however, the translation of these quotes into English is provided in brackets for those who do not understand Urdu.
Category 1: Nature of CT. This category presents findings about the nature of CT. The participants from all disciplines shared diverse descriptions indicating CT as an art, a cognitive skill, a reflective process, an outcome, a behaviour, an approach and an attitude (see Figure 2). Thus the nature of CT is described in three subcategories: 1) an art, skill, process and outcome, 2) an attitude, behaviour and approach, and 3) terms associated with CT.

Figure 2. Multidimensionality in the nature of Critical Thinking

Sub category 1: CT as an art, skill, process, or an outcome. Several participants viewed CT as an art of deeper thinking, a cognitive skill, a process of logical reasoning, knowledge construction, rationalization, and application in certain contexts. For all of them, CT was a step beyond mere thinking. One participant referred to CT as, “smart thinking… in a timely manner… looking from a fresh lens for a different perspective” (04-NT). Another said it is “Gor o fiqar karna [deeper thinking]” (05-NT), while one faculty explicated that, “CT is an intellectual rationalization and reasoning ability and is one step ahead in thinking… it is deeper thinking” (08-NT). Likewise, one participant said, “When you go deep and carefully analyze something…you require evidence based science …and use of formal or informal tools to go into the depth of a subject” (09-MT). While another participant affirming that CT is a cognitive skill of thinking more deeply about the issue, and pointed out that, “CT provokes one thinking; it may not always give answers but may lead to more questions and hence CT develops insight about the issue” (07-ET).

One faculty asserted that CT is “a logical step-wise approach to think on thinking” (03-NT), which was further illustrated by another teacher who said, “If I think why I am thinking, what I am thinking…and the consequences and background of that thought, it gives an exterior dimension, and becomes thinking on thinking… critical thinking” (06-ET). To elaborate the complexity of CT as a cognitive process, a faculty member stated that “CT is a kind of process for conducting an
assessment of the situation, forming hypothesis, and analyzing by relating own knowledge and knowledge gained from others to take actions accordingly” (05-NT). Another faculty viewed the intricacies of this complex process as “Kisi bhi masley ke un pehluon ko ujagar karna, jo bazahir nazar nahi aatey hai aur aik tanqeedi nigah se uska jaiza lena or us ke baad uska hal talash karna”. He tried to explain the same thought in English as well:

Whenever you come across a situation, you should reason it out, and think about the factors, forces, reasons, and determinants of the situation, and should analyze it from an insider’s perspective, why this happened, what are the reasons behind it and how we reached to this situation … then think of the most possible, doable solutions. (MT-10)

In addition to being a cognitive, purposeful, step by step, logical reasoning process, some participants also mentioned that CT is a reflective process that can be used for self reflection, critique, and appraisal of others. They used various Urdu terms to describe CT as a critique process. The words used were: “Tanqueedi Jayza” [critical review] “Tanqueedi Soch” [critical thought] “Tanqueedi Nigahen” [critical eye] “Shatir Nighaen” [sharp vision]. The most commonly used term was tanqeedi that refers to criticizing or critically appraising something significant. Similarly, different English terms to describe a reflective thinker, such as reflexivity, scrutinizing, pondering, questioning, analyzing, and clarifying, were also used by the study participants.

The participants also shared that CT does not only mean criticizing others but also includes critical self reflection and questioning oneself, own assumptions and biases. One teacher pointed out that the “word critical is an adjective, [that] entails awareness and consciousness to scrutinize own or others’ thinking process” (06-ET). He explained that when one critique any event, statement, there is an ideal or better possibility, “ke aisa hona chaiye” [it should be like this], so reflexivity and imagination are also part of critical thinking.

Another teacher expounded that asking oneself and others, why, how, and what type questions means you are doing CT. She explained, “We all think …all the time, but when you ask the WH questions, then that makes it critical thinking, so you are looking on not just what’s happening, but reflecting on all other aspects of it” (08-NT). A faculty shared that CT is, “one’s ability to question, reflect, and re-examine our own thoughts…continuously to improve quality of outcomes…it is an Ahha moment” (07-ET). To express the ongoing nature of CT, another teacher said that, “a critical thinker never stops thinking but keeps on reflecting, what is going on, what went well, what are the outcomes, what can be done next time, and how can it be done in a better way” (05-NT).

In addition to being viewed as a cognitive and reflective process, some participants considered CT as an outcome and suggested that it can be a means to an end or an end in itself. One participant stated, “CT is certainly an outcome, as a teacher is working with the students for a whole year and the goal is to get students to be critical thinkers at the end of that year” (07-ET). Likewise, another participant clarified that CT is both, an outcome and a process, depending on its focus, saying, “it is all in different contexts, it is certainly a process but it is also an outcome” (06-ET). Similarly, another faculty explained how CT is a bit of process and outcome both, depending on the stage of educational journey. She explained, “If you are teaching, it becomes a process, but if you are looking at a graduate student [that is a critical thinker], than it’s more of an outcome” (08-NT).

Sub category 2: CT as an attitude, behavior, and approach. In addition to viewing CT as an art, skill, a process and an outcome, some participants also described CT as an attitude, a behaviour, or an approach to deal with a situation. They used some characterizing phrases such as “thinking out of the box” “going beyond the obvious”, “not accepting things at face value” and “giving a holistic picture in a wider context”. A teacher explained, “To be able to critically think and judge and react is a behaviour… to me it is a ‘Modus Operandi’ an approach to deal with the situation and to come to the resolution of a problem” (MT-10). The participant elaborated that the Latin term Modus Operandi refers to a tool or a modality that is employed by tactful people to reach a solution. Another faculty, expressing that CT is an alternative approach of thinking, and said, “mukhtalif zawiye se sochna or apney sochney samajhney ki salahiya ko achey se buroikaar laana” [Thinking from a different angle or making good use of one’s thinking ability] (04-NT).
Likewise, many participants also considered CT as a mental attitude and a positive habit of continuous thinking. One faculty described CT as a mindset or a learned personality trait that “a critical thinker uses for 24 hours a day” (05-NT). According to her, such an attitude instils curiosity, interest, creativity, presence of mind, and a readiness to go beyond boundaries, evidences, inhibitions, and limitations. Another teacher labelled CT as “achi musbat soch” [good positive thinking] and considered it a way of looking at both the positive and the negative side for gaining a holistic perspective” (11-ET). Yet another faculty member tried to differentiate between CT as an attitude and a habit and cautioned that “although CT is a socially learnt and constructed habit, the word habit has a negative connotation and has a burden of history, so it is more of an attitude rather a habit” (06-ET).

**Sub category 3: Terms associated with CT.** While sharing different CT perspectives, some participants also used some alternate terms or synonymous expressions or phrases interchangeably, such as problem solving, decision making, creative thinking, nursing process, and evidence based practice to describe CT (see Figure 3). However, after probing, these teachers were able to clarify their perceptions and differentiate these associated terms from CT.

![Figure 3. Terms associated with critical thinking](image)

With regard to differentiating problem solving (PS) from CT, one faculty stated that “PS is superficial, spontaneous, and limited to problems, whereas CT is a complex, logical, and systematic approach towards looking at problems, situations, challenges as well as solutions” (10-MT). Similarly another faculty viewed CT as a continuous process, unlike PS, as reflected in this quote: “CT not only means to assess the situation and solve the problem, but once you have done that, you reassess again and look at it from a different level” (05-NT). These two faculty members seem to imply that PS is limited and focused and CT is a complex, systematic, ongoing reflective process. On the contrary, two other teachers maintained that PS and CT are interlinked because learning to solve a problem systematically promotes CT, which is the underpinning of a problem-based curriculum. Similarly, the term, decision making (DM) was also explained in relation to CT. A faculty member stated that for effective DM, CT is important but one may make decisions without CT.

Reflecting on the association between CT and creative thinking, one faculty asserted that, “creativity is a major attribute of a critical thinker, those who are creative and innovative are better at critical thinking. Thus for being a critical thinker, creativity, curiosity, and inquisitiveness are needed” (04-NT). Another faculty addressed the similarity and differences of the nursing process (NP) with CT. To her “both the processes entailed assessment, hypothesis, analysis, and solution for a problem, but the scope of NP is narrow, limited to a patient, family, and community, whereas CT has a broader scope and application” (05-NT). Likewise, one faculty explained that evidence based practice (EBP) is different from CT because “EBP needs solid evidence to prove a point of view but through CT, you may have a hypothesis but you may not always prove it” (09-MT).

Thus it was noted that though participants from different disciplines expressed variety of perceptions related to nature of CT there were no specific differences between disciplines. Some of the participants associated CT with terms such as problem solving, decision making, creative thinking, nursing process, and evidence based practice. An analysis of the above excerpts reveals that although several terms were used interchangeably by the participants to denote CT, upon reflection, they were able to differentiate CT from its associated terms. Moreover, it is important to note that the use of these terms appears to be discipline specific. For example, the term PS was used more by teachers in the medical college and the term nursing process was used by the nursing faculty.
Category 2: Application of CT. The second category describes findings about the importance and applicability of CT. The participant’s narratives indicated that, although CT was, universally important for all fields, the application of CT seemed more demanding in some disciplines than others. Teachers from all disciplines verbalized that CT is a universal human phenomenon that is important and applicable across disciplines. A medical teacher maintained that “everyone should know how to think in critical way and analyze what is important for their profession” (02-MT). A nursing faculty also revealed that, regardless of the discipline, CT is important for all educators and asserted that “CT is needed to make decisions related to student learning, planning strategies, and developing their mind and thinking” (04-NT). Concurrently, an education faculty also explained that:

The method for teaching CT is the same for all disciplines, but the matter which we teach is different according to the discipline… and the method through which we judge our teaching is based on the context and the knowledge of the discipline (12-ET).

This participant implied that the principles and strategies for promoting CT may be the same in each discipline, but the knowledge, content, and context for CT is different and discipline specific. To clarify the significance of CT in different subjects, another education faculty stated, “CT is needed more in some disciplines than others as some subjects, like social studies, lend themselves more to CT, unlike mathematics” (07-ET). Likewise, another faculty expressed that, when it comes to professional services, “the importance of CT becomes more imperative in health care fields than in the education field, as nurses and doctors are in charge of human life” (06-ET). Concurrently, another teacher also reinforced that CT is more important in medicine and nursing as “they are dealing with human beings and making emergency kind of decision, [whereas] we are building the future teachers mind, cultivating in them a kind of open mindedness to make informed decisions” (07-ET). Unlike the faculty in education, the nursing teachers had slightly different views. One of them remarked that, “CT is equally important to the nursing as well as the education discipline” (08-NT), whereas another stated that “CT is more important for a nurse than a doctor, because a doctor comes, prescribes and goes, but nurses take care of the patient for 24 hours… assess the situation and take action accordingly” (03-NT). Thus, although most participants believed that CT is universally applicable and equally important in all disciplines, some participants thought that the use of CT is more crucial in some context than in others.

Category 3: Acquisition of CT. The third category describes the faculty’s multidimensional views about the origin and the development of CT. The participants’ narratives illustrated that CT is a natural innate ability as well as an acquired art. Moreover, for some of them CT was an ancient phenomenon as depicted in the religious and ethical values. Two of the medical teachers considered CT to be an innate ability of human beings that people use in varying degrees. As one of them explained that CT is a “natural gift from God who made humans ashrufal makhloqat [superior] among all creatures, to do thinking … but if this ability to explore the depths and secrets of the universe is not used, then it is an individual’s fault” (10-MT). Congruent with this belief, another faculty expressed that CT is further developed or suppressed by environmental, societal, parental, peer and schooling experiences:

Some children ask outstanding questions in the class….[and]you wonder how they thought of such questions, and how we can satisfy them. CT is a God gifted thing, but in certain environments, we suppress the ability and in some cases, parents or other people polish them and give children confidence; so they become critical thinkers, as they had good environment (01-MT).

Contrary to the above views, two teachers felt that CT is a learned art which has no natural or genetic origin, as it is difficult to assess whether a child possesses CT at birth. One teacher asserted that, “CT is a socially learnt art, constructed from experiences, home environment, school, university, and exposure to role models” (06-ET), whereas another teacher explained that CT is an art that is developed in early childhood:
We are not born critical thinkers… It’s a skill which is cultivated in the home for example, in the family, exposing children to books, I mean parents asking questions to the children that, what did you do in the school and … things like that, so it is fostered at an early age (07-ET).

Thus, most study participants, regardless of their discipline, believed that CT is not purely a natural skill, but a combination of innate ability complemented in the home and school environment, through role modelling by parents and teachers. A medical faculty summarized the mixed origin of CT and said, “I think actual critical thinkers are very smart, they may be born critical thinkers, but, of course, they also have an enabling environment, a background, an interest, as they have this approach while looking at all aspects of life issues” (10-MT).

In addition, some participants pointed out that certain CT values such as honesty, curiosity, inquiry, search for knowledge, and self-reflection have originated from religious teachings, and are grounded in moral and ethical perspectives. A teacher contemplated that “Christianity supports seeking answers, rationalization, and gives liberty for questioning things at face value” (08-NT). Another teacher affirmed that “CT is not a new, modern, or emerging concept but is the oldest way to analyze and judge somebody according to Islamic teachings” (02-MT). Likewise, one faculty pointed out that Islam reinforces CT values:

Islam is a complete zaabta–e–hayaat [way of life]…Our religion reinforces values of reading, analyzing, and use of logic. The Holy Book Quran, God’s Prophets and Imams [descendants] all endorsed these values. Imam Abu Hanifa used mantaq [logic] for explaining to people. Islam teaches us ghuftaghu thehr ka karo [speak calmly using pauses and silence], pehley tolo phir bol [first think and then speak]. Reading and speaking well are important values for critical thinkers. Sahaba -e- Karaam,[companions of Prophets] are famous for their quiet reflection. Attitudes like reflection before action, pausing before speaking, and ethical values like honesty, fairness, and trustworthiness are supported by Islam (03-NT).

Similarly, another faculty stated that Islam supports attitudes of discovery and exploration:

Allah [God] has kept many things in secret. He says, “tum ghor kyon nahi kartey” [why don’t you think deeply] meaning go and discover this universe, ponder over the secrets in it. He has endowed us with skills to explore universe, which is not possible without critical thinking. Man is on the moon, in the depth of the oceans, is going to create life on other planets, is able to fly faster than time, this is all possible due to critical thinking (10-MT).

Thus, the study participants had multidimensional perspectives about the acquisition of CT; of it being an innate God gifted natural ability; and a socially constructed and learnt art as well as an ethical and religious value endorsed by Christianity and Islam.

4 Discussion

The current study identified the perceptions of CT from the faculty of nursing, medicine, and education disciplines and identified similarities and differences among disciplines. The diversity of CT perceptions evident in the current literature [4, 20, 21, 23-25, 36] is explained by this study findings which suggests that CT is a multidimensional phenomenon in terms of its nature, acquisition and application. Most participants in this study did not define CT but described it as a skill, an art, a cognitive process, a reflective process, an outcome, an approach, an attitude, and a ethical and religious value. They used different terms, phrases, and expressions which is similar to the findings in the literature [1, 36, 55]. However, a comparable list of Urdu vocabulary for describing CT were identified through this study such as (i.e. Gor o fiqr karna’ [thinking and reflection], Mukhtalif zawiye se sochna” [thinking from a different perspective], Musbat Soch [positive thinking] and tanqeedi soch, [critical thought]) that could be useful in teaching native students terms in Urdu language to describe CT.
Many study participants while explaining the term “critical” in Urdu, used the word tanqeedi which refers to critique. This draws attention to the fact that the faculty had a biased understanding of the word critical and thus they found it difficult to describe CT as thinking beyond evaluation and judgment when it came to their native language. These findings are congruent to a study which state that the English term ‘critical’ wrongly identifies the term critical as a critique or an evaluative judgment against a given criteria, and not as an effective thought [56]. Unfortunately, the term critical is a misnomer and is limitedly used for critique and criticizing, although CT does not solely mean criticizing, scrutinizing, evaluating or questioning in a negative sense [15].

Studies suggest that in order to reflect the true meaning of critical as important and to represent the holistic perspective of CT, the difference between critical and effective thinking must be clarified [42, 56]. The authors of these studies argue that the notion of good, smart, or effective thinking is much better as these terms accurately reflect what CT entails; that is, analytical thinking, engagement, interrogation of knowledge, pursuing self-directed learning, and questioning. Interestingly, some participants in the current study also expressed terms such as smart thinking, effective thinking, and rational thinking besides critical thinking, which supports that some study participants’ thinking also goes beyond critique.

The narratives of all participants reveal that for them, CT is a multidimensional phenomenon which has diversity in its nature, application, and acquisition. Although the multi dimensionality of CT has been identified in the literature [57] with regard to its definitions, the findings of the current study expand the thinking about multidimensionality as to its nature, acquisition and application, thus reflecting a holistic view of CT. Similar to the findings in the existing literature [13, 24, 44, 58-60], most of the study participants viewed CT as a complex, cognitive process for analytical thinking and constructing knowledge. Moreover, concurrent with the view of CT as an ‘essential tool’ [23], one participant named it ‘Modus Operandi’; a tool which helps individuals to intelligently deal with a situation and reach a resolution. For the participants of this study, CT was also a reflective process which can be private and public and entails sufficient consciousness to scrutinize the thinking process. This understanding is similar to others [13, 14, 24, 30, 61], who identified CT as appraising, evaluating, questioning self, and challenging one’s own assumptions as well as those of others. Likewise, the findings of this study also revealed that participants considered CT to have a reflective skepticism and imaginative dimensions which is already identified in literature [59].

In line with the views of various authors [7, 13, 21, 32, 33] of CT as a process, an outcome or both, the current study participants also affirmed that CT is a generic term that can mean process or outcome or both as it is dependent on the context. They suggested that process is a course of action and outcome is its consequence, thus outcomes are not independent of process. Nonetheless, it is important to note that when the participants viewed CT as a process, its application was suggested to be universal across disciplines as it entails general skills and attitudes, whereas when it was referred to as an outcome, it was weighed against a specific discipline or a subject context which is consistent to literature [6].

The participants of this study expressed that CT is a mental art, an attitude or a habit of doing things skillfully which is similar to CT dispositions [55] and habits of mind [14]. A participant in the current study explicated that instead of viewing CT as a habit, it should be considered an attitude as the former term has a negative connotation. In line with several authors [1, 30, 35, 62], the participants interchangeably used various terms, such as evidence based practice, problem solving, and nursing process to describe CT. However, the participants were able to redefine the relationship of these terms with CT when the researcher dialogued to clarify meanings of these associated terms. This helped the participants of this study to operationalize, challenge, and externalize their own tacit knowledge and draw new conclusions for future reference as suggested [13] in another study.

Studies assert that nurse educators, more than non nurse experts, view research, problem solving, decision making, and planning as CT [1, 21]. Unlike their assertion, the findings of this study reveal that educators from all disciplines used some associated terms, albeit specific to their discipline. The education faculty used terms such as good thinking, effective thinking and positive thinking and related these with CT. The nursing faculty associated the nursing process and evidence
based practice with CT as these are the most commonly used concepts for them. Likewise, the medical faculty frequently related CT to problem solving, which may be due to the fact that all study participants from medicine were using a problem based approach in their curriculum, which is believed to promote CT\cite{9, 39}.

Consistent with several authors\cite{6, 19, 35-37, 39} the study participants expressed that CT is important for any discipline and makes one academically as well as socially successful. The participants affirmed that although the principles and strategies for promoting CT remain the same for all disciplines the context, content, and the assessment of learners can be different. This finding clarifies the issue of specificity and universality of CT phenomenon and supports other research studies that within a specific epistemological subject, the perception of CT varies from field to field\cite{6, 37, 39}. With regard to the relevance of CT to a specific subject, the participants suggested that some subjects such as social studies lend themselves more to CT than others, like mathematics, implying that CT is a subject specific skill; as asserted by others\cite{6, 37, 39}. Additionally, the participants of this study supported earlier research\cite{42} that recognized CT as a generic ability required in all disciplines.

Contrary to the existing literature, that supports the importance of CT to nursing, medicine, and education, the education faculty in this study pointed out that CT is more applicable to health related disciplines. They rationalized that the need for CT is more acute and vital in health care fields than education because nurses and doctors deal with life and death situations, whereas, education deals with developing students’ mind in the classroom. This difference in the finding may be attributed to the fact that the education faculty had gained insight into the work of doctors and nurses through personal or family’s experiences in hospitals.

Study participants viewed the acquisition of CT as a God gifted ability provided to human beings and it is enhanced or suppressed by human and environmental factors and early development. This finding coincides with report\cite{44} that thinking is a natural process which, if left on its own, can become biased and distorted; therefore, it needs to be nurtured. The study participants also indicate that CT is an innate quality present in human beings and its development is dependent on various environmental factors such as parents and teachers, the learning environment, the social context of learning, and the instructor’s teaching style. The study participants also pointed out that when CT is not properly developed in early childhood by parents, teachers, and basic schooling experiences, its consequences are faced later in higher education settings when students are not able to demonstrate CT behaviours as suggested\cite{63}. Hence, it is important for teachers to determine students’ ability to think critically followed by a development plan to develop or enhance it.

The findings of this study indicate that the concept of CT exists in the religious, ethical, and moral teachings of Islam and Christianity, as the participants quoted some Quranic ayaats\cite{Holy Book excerpts}, as detailed in the findings section. The participants mentioned that the Prophets, Imams (descendants of the Prophet) and Sahaba (companions of Prophet) demonstrated certain CT skills and values through role modelling. Restrained evidence about the religious and ethical origins and acquisition of CT abilities, attitudes, and skills are mentioned in a subdued manner by two studies\cite{57, 64}, who believe that CT may have a cultural, moral, judgmental, and ethical orientation. However, the connections of CT to moral and religious ethics were clearly externalized by the participants of the current study.

5 Limitations of the study
The possible limitations of the study were identified and added measures were taken to maintain the credibility and rigor of the study. 1) For maximizing sample variation, efforts were made to select participants with diverse educational background, age, gender, and teaching experience, as well as experience of teaching students from other disciplines, to represent greater variability in the sample. Maximization was further enriched by including faculty from both public and private sector universities, as major differences are found in the culture of a public and a private university in Pakistan. 2) For preventing the loss of information, and ensuring the reliability of translated data, that occurs when translation of narratives from one language to another is done\cite{30, 51}, the transcripts were reviewed closely and verified with the recorded
data. Moreover, when it was felt that the translation was changing the meaning of the content, as some words in Urdu did not have the same meaning as in English, the Urdu phrases were kept as they were and the phrases were transliterated in the transcripts. In addition, the verification of the transcripts with the participants also helped in ensuring the accuracy of their accounts. Despite above measures taken to reduce study limitations, the study encountered time and expertise challenges that were beyond the control and scope of the novice researcher, such as applying higher levels of testing, analysis and specific mixed designs that are possible for a established researcher.

6 Recommendations for future studies

The study establishes a need to identify the perceptions of CT amongst faculty at an individual, organizational and national level, since perceptions influence educators’ teaching practices. Teachers must give thoughtful consideration to their personal and organizational value beliefs that drive their teaching approaches, and commit themselves to promoting CT and active learning. There is a need to develop a shared philosophy of CT among the faculty of different disciplines, especially those who are working in large universities and are involved in multidisciplinary teaching. Because sharing expressions clarifies personal meanings, it is important to provide opportunities to faculty to participate in educational dialogue forums where they can share their perceptions of CT with other faculty who are not necessarily from their own discipline. More collaboration among the faculty of various disciplines must be encouraged to foster CT from a multidisciplinary perspective.

In addition, a quantitative study to validate the themes generated in this study through factor analysis will take the study results to a higher level of testing and enrich applicability of the research findings to a larger setting and population. Thus, when the identified factors that influence CT perceptions of educators are known, teachers training workshops and programs for faculty development to improve the CT knowledge and skills can be developed [65].
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